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“I believe this initiative serves little purpose -
the only benefit is for children to travel to

school”

Submission opposed to the creation of a new pedestrian route next to a residential 
estate, the crossing point is already used informally.



Active Travel – What is it?

“Travelling with a purpose” using your own energy (gov.ie),

Active travel infrastructure is infrastructure that enables commuters to travel under their 
own physical energy on their daily commute etc. It includes amongst other things 
footpaths, on and off road cycling routes, pedestrian and cycle friendly junctions and 
roundabouts. We have loads of examples of the opposite!!

Examples:
 walking as part of a commute to work, 

 cycling to the shop, 

 scooting/roller skates to school etc,

these are considered as active travel. 

Walking or cycling for purely leisure purposes is not considered Active Travel. This is an 
important definition in respect to the funding model and the type of scheme that qualifies 
for funding.

Active Travel is about changing the nature of our transport system to a sustainable model. 
In that since it is also a climate action programme and does not support the status 
quo in respect to transport. Active Travel investment promotes cycling and walking over 
the use of the private car and programmes need to integrate with our public transport 
system for greater accessibility to services.



What else is there in the programme?

 Safe Routes To School – requiring initiation by each school with funding available 
for routes up to 1km from the school gate. Specific design philosophy.

 Bus Priority - development of priority signalling for public transport in Waterford 
City.

 Waterford City Bikes Scheme – being launched in 2022

The Active Travel programme is not a: 

• like-for-like footpath maintenance 
programme. Schemes need to prioritise and 
create infrastructure that promotes the 
pedestrian and cycling modal split,

• recreational walking or recreational cycling 
route development programme,

• a Greenway development programme, though 
some element of urban Greenways and a 
commuter element that will make a case for 
funding.

What it isn’t….



These policies are those which 
directly impact upon active travel. 
However, there are other potentially 
influencing policies and strategies 
which seek to increase participation 
levels in walking and/or cycling for 
purposes other than active travel 

• National Sports Policy
• National Physical Activity Plan

Project Ireland 2040 sets out the Government’s policy on spatial planning and 
infrastructure development to 2040. Active travel is a feature of the two 
overarching policy documents – the National Planning Framework and the ten-
year National Development Plan (NDP) 2018-2027. 
Investment in active travel infrastructure will support the realisation of several 
National Strategic Outcomes (NSOs) namely:

NSO 1 – Compact Growth 
NSO 3 – Strengthened Rural Economies and Communities 
NSO 4 – Sustainable Mobility 
NSO 7 – Enhanced Amenity and Heritage 
NSO 8 – Transition to a Low Carbon and Climate Resilient Society 

Policy & Funding

Development of strategic cycling 
networks is referenced as a key 
growth enabler for each of the 
five major metropolitan areas.



Policy & Funding

Programme for Government commits 20% of the 2020 capital budget (€360 
million) per year for the lifetime of the government to cycling and pedestrian 
projects. That is a 5 years multi annual programme (€1.8 billion).

• LA’s to adopt a high quality cycling policy including cycle plans
• Increase number of children walking and cycling to school
• Ramp up the Cycle Right Training to provide cycle training in school
• Review road traffic legislation and policy to prioritise safety for walking and 

cycling



Environmental:

 Reduced levels of fossil fuel based carbon 
emissions;

 Improved air quality in towns and cities as a 
result of reduced traffic volumes

 Reduced environmental impacts due to 
reduction in vehicle manufacture. 

 Reduced noise levels due to lower vehicle 
volumes / speeds; 

Individual Health:

 Improved levels of fitness and public health 
generally from increased activity. Building 
exercise into the day.

Community Development:

• Improved social linkages between 
communities via greater connectivity making our 
urban areas feel smaller to AT commuters and 
communities.

Stated positive effects of 
Active Travel

 Safety: 

 Increased levels of cycling tends to lead to lower 
accident rates for cyclists overall through a 
“safety in numbers” effect, motorists expect to see 
cyclists where they are used to seeing cyclists and 
this changes their behaviours.

 Active travel route treatment via general AT 
programmes and the SRTS, and the provision of 
quality on-road and segregated off road active 
travel network will increase safety in generally. This 
programme represents projects of minor and major 
scope. E.g. junction tightening programmes.

 Economic: 

 Reduced traffic congestion levels will provide 
improved accessibility and the potential for 
improved amenity in our urban areas. The space 
and infrastructure required for large numbers of 
pedestrians and cyclists are often significantly more 
economical to provide when compared to the costs 
associated with new roads etc.



Active Travel in Waterford

On the back of the national funding and the programme for government Waterford 
Council set up an Active Travel team in July 2021. 

• Team of 5 with scope for growth up to 12. Technical/Admin/Communications.
• Well developed 5 year programme for major schemes.
• Works concentrating on Waterford City/Tramore/Dungarvan.
• 100% funded through the NTA.
• Currently sitting in Roads Directorate.
• Schemes at all stages and of all sizes.
• Assisted in delivery by the 3 Municipal District roads engineers and outdoor staff 

for local projects.
• Active Travel is part of the LA’s Climate Action Team in respect to transport 

emissions reduction etc.



Building of the work of others….
Waterford has long held and ambitious goals in the 
active recreation space and this crosses over to  Active 
Travel goals with elements of the infrastructure serving 
both areas. 

• 42 km Greenway from Dungarvan to Waterford @ 
Bilberry

• Pedestrianisation of city core: Viking Triangle, Apple 
Market, Arundel Sq. John Roberts Sq.

• Bilberry to City Centre – currently at construction.



What are the typical project types?

27 separate AT projects from full route treatment for the provision of quality 
walking and cycling routes to minor local linkages. Over 50 km cycle track. 

Provision of new/widened footpaths or segregated cycle tracks and the 
reconstruction/upgrade of defective footpaths and cycle tracks;

Provision of new and improvements to existing crossing facilities for 
pedestrians/cyclists including raised surfaces, junction tightening, zebra 
crossings, provision of lighting and signalised crossings;

Provision of cycle parking, short term and longer term secure storage.

Improvement of existing and development of new 
permeability/connectivity  measures to support improved access 
between local communities, community services, public service 
networks etc;

Safe Routes to School initiative which will support the provision of active travel 
infrastructure for schools around the county. The Safe Routes to 
School programme aims to create safer walking and cycling routes within 
communities, alleviate congestion at the school gates and increase the number 
of students who walk or cycle to school.



“I believe this initiative serves little purpose -
the only benefit is for children to travel to

school”

Submission opposed to the creation of a new pedestrian route next to a residential 
estate, the crossing point is already used informally.

Permeability/Connectivity Programme



Local Connectivity -
Permeability

The development of greater 
permeability across our urban 
residential areas is a basic building 
block to promoting Active Travel and 
it seeks  providing greater 
connectivity to public services, local 
centres etc. 

It has the potential to add great value 
to the high value major capital 
schemes for a relatively small 
investment. 

Simply put, it is about developing the 
most direct route to services and 
providing shorter routes for informal 
local trips.



Examples of potential schemes….



Development..



The bigger picture….

Individual schemes building into a bigger 
picture;

New routes & upgraded of existing routes.

The 10 minutes city/town develops over 
time.



An appropriate level of public consultation of some kind is involved 
in all projects - be it non-statutory through PPN/residents 
groups/letter drops, Section 38 or Part 8. This is dependent on the 
size and scope of the scheme.

As part of the consultation process and the engagement with 
residents and wider communities, a consensus for the scheme 
needs to be arrived at.

Community Engagement..

Many local permeability schemes have been met with very strong 
opposition. In particular, schemes that propose to open new routes 
between abutting residential estates, impacting green areas, 
opening up cul-de-sacs etc.

Often the initial engagement is the first time that a community has 
been contacted or considered creating alternative routes to get 
from A to B. 



What are the common themes… ?

Anti-social behaviour. The fear of anti-social behaviour that 
additional pedestrians might bring comes to the fore. This concern 
is most acute for those near any new proposed entrance. The 
thought that teenagers, strangers, children will use the new route 
seems to out-weigh or eliminates entirely any benefit that the route 
might be to those living near it.

Scheme makes no perceived difference. Many submissions state 
the schemes are irrelevant even when presented as part of a wider 
local plan. Many people don’t identify any personal benefit - only a 
loss. This argument is particularly put forward if the services are 
accessible to the community already.

Negative impact of house price. This is commonly put forward.



Additional Litter/Dog Litter. This is an issue very commonly raised.

Loss of existing community: Many people identify strongly with very 
local communities such as their neighbours in their cul-de-sac and 
don’t necessarily identify with being part of a wider community.

Strangers passing. This is linked to loss of privacy but is often 
raised as a concern for young families. The fear that the proposed 
route becomes a thoroughfare rather than a local convenance.  

Loss of privacy. This is an understandable concern and the benefits 
of a scheme to the community must outweigh this. It often arises 
when the community raising the concern already has access 
services. This issue comes to the fore even if a route is already 
being used informally – kids/teenagers jumping walls etc.

What are the common themes… ?



How can we try deal with some of these 
concerns?

Design it out: It is easy to say design the issues out – that’s not 
always possible. When people interact the can get along and have 
positive relationships or they can have negative and neutral 
relationships. That is part of life in a community. The potential for 
both in a changed environment needs to be recognised.

Loss of existing community: What size is a community and how 
do we want to engage with each other? Is community a flexible 
notion?

Anti-Social Behaviour: On any scheme and in any community 
there can be anti-social behaviour at different levels – there can
also be social behaviour. Is a cul-de-sac safer than a residential 
area where people regularly pass on foot/by bicycle? Walls don’t 
stop people entering a property but do they say something about 
how those outside them should behave?



Behavioural Change/Attitude Change – It is the perceived size 
of the community that comes through on many submissions. In 
many cases a larger size of community would re-frame proposed 
schemes as positive connecting across a common community. 
Changing the view from “people from outside coming in” to 
“connecting our community better”.

Why are anti-social behaviour, the presence of younger people, 
passing strangers and general security so prevalent and strong 
issues in what is for the most part a very low crime society?

Where are the local examples of good practice in this area? Are 
existing links up to a standard that makes their impact positive? Do 
examples exist? How are they perceived in the community?

How do we deal with some of these concerns?



National Awareness – Climate Change/Permeability/Connectivity.

A simple permeability scheme can be a small but important part of 
the solution to transport carbon emissions. They can change the 
way we use the space around us and our reliance of car and the 
emissions they produce. It might be helpful to have a more 
prominent national vision of what that change would look like for 
communities.

How do we deal with some of these concerns?

Finally: We see these types of 
articles every week. A 
conscience and visible 
connection between Climate 
Action and Active Travel could 
help in gaining momentum in 
this area.



Some References:

NTA Permeability Research & Case Studies – DRAFT

NTA Permeability Best Practice Guide 

Our Contact:

Activetravel@waterfordcouncil.ie

Many Thanks & 
Questions/Comments?


